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2 Theory of Collider Phenomena

7.1 The Role of Collider Phenomenology31

At a fundamental level, all theoretical predictions for collider physics boil down to computing cross sections.32

In schematic form, a cross section can be written as33
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This formula contains a number of ingredients:34

• Beam information: The center of mass collision energy ECM and beam types A and B. For the high35

luminosity LHC (HL-LHC), ECM = 14 TeV and the beams are both protons. A variety of di↵erent36

beam types are being considered for future colliders (Sec. 7.7).37

• Sum over final-state multiplicity: Since there is always a quantum probability to emit an arbitrarily38

soft particle, one has to account for the complete sum over n for cross sections to be well-defined. In39

the case that final-state particles are stable, the sum starts at n = 2.40

• Integration over phase space: Even though particle detectors have finite acceptance, theoretical41

calculations are based on integration over the full Lorentz-invariant n-body phase space �n. Monte42

Carlo event generators (Sec. 7.4) are a ubiquitous strategy to perform this integration as it automati-43

cally allows to obtain a fully flexible physics simulation of the scattering process.44

• Scattering amplitude: The quantum scattering amplitude MAB!12...n is a complex object that45

cannot usually be computed from first principles, though in many cases one can factorize the squared-46

amplitude |MAB!12...n|2 into a product of perturbative and non-perturbative terms. In principle,47

this amplitude could be derived from the SM Lagrangian or come from novel scenarios beyond the SM48

(Sec. 7.6). In practice, non-perturbative inputs are obtained directly from data or by ab initio quantum49

field calculations, such as those performed on the lattice, while the perturbative parts are organised50

in terms of a power expansion in the couplings. In either case, the ability to perform calculations51

(Sec. 7.3) is the key to making predictions whose final accuracy is set by the experimental needs.52

• Observable: The function fobs determines which regions of phase space contribute to a cross section.53

The goal is to pick observables that can be predicted accurately in theory and measured as accurately54

in experiment, while probing the desired physics of interest (Sec. 7.2).55

Finally, once one has computed a (fully di↵erential) cross section, there is the key question of:56

• Interpretation: How does one compare theoretical calculations of �obs to experimental cross section57

measurements and thereby draw conclusions about the structure of the universe? There are various58

interpretation tools (Sec. 7.5) depending on one’s physics goals.59

The field of collider phenomenology is aimed at linking theoretical models to experimental measurements60

and vice versa, by innovating each element of Eq. (7.1) to form a bridge between the two communities. Two61

recent developments have blurred the lines between theory and experiment, leading to exciting conversations62

across subfields:63

• The rise of deep learning: Artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML) have shown great64

promise to maximize the discovery potential of collider experiments. While one can use AI/ML to65

improve theoretical predictions and experimental protocols separately, some of the most powerful66

advances involve data-driven approaches where theoretical and experimental insights both play a role.67
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Calculations
• Precision of EW, Higgs, and top physics 
• Resummation techniques
• Precision calculations for lepton colliders
• Study of elusive signatures
• Extracting SM parameters
• EW radiation

Event Generators
• Multi-purpose event generators
• Extending applicability/reducing uncertainties
• Computational challenge
• Machine-learning-based generators

Interpretation tools
• Anomaly detection
• Effective field theory
• Data and analysis preservation

Search Strategies
• Cascade decay signatures
• Dark sectors
• Low mass scalars …

Physics at future colliders (EF)

Observables
• Kinematic features
• Jet substructures
• Multi-point energy correlators
• Machine-learning-based observables
• Optimal transport
• Quantum algorithms
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TF07: Executive Summary
• Essential interface between theory and exp HEP community.
• New generation of observables are developed.
• Precision calculations and state-of-art event generators are essential.
• New computational paradigms for theoretical calculations must be pursued.
• Growing catalog of model-agnostic search strategies.
• Exotic collider signatures inspire new data analysis strategies/motivates new exp facilities.
• Probe unexplored SM phenomena.
• Machine learning is having a transformational impact on collider phenomenology.
• Collaborate with exp community to advocate for/assist with long-term data preservation efforts.
• Play a key role in defining the physics case for future colliders.
• A wide spread sense of urgency.


